6 ZOOM ON “Lythraceae”, by Navin Tan

8 WHAT’S ON Watercolour events from all over the world.

14 WE WERE THERE The 2019 Biennale of Broude, France.

16 READERS’ COMPETITION The results of the Marine theme contest.

20 READERS’ COMPETITION WINNER John Cooney

22 READERS’ COMPETITION RUNNER-UP Ekaterina Sava

24 READERS’ COMPETITION RUNNER-UP Cornelio Dragan

26 ALEXIS LE BORGNE A young and increasingly popular artist for whom watercolour rhymes with strength, spontaneity, light and subtlety.

26 BRANDING Frédérik Favier

32 REVELATIONS Galina Gomzina and Annick Malartaux.

34 JULIE GILBERT POLLARD She has made rocky sites her favourite subject, and likes to use strong colours to create added sensations.

38 ONE THEME, 3 ARTISTS Charles Rouse, Ryan Fox and Joe Dowden share their points of view on preserving whites.

44 MARIANNE BECKER Her works in which she pursues a modern approach to pointillism reflect the intense emotions she feels when it occurs on location.

50 PORTFOLIO American artist Charles Reid, who passed away last June, was one of the most important and influential watercolourists of the 20th century.

58 ANNE BARON Letting the water flow freely, she depicts nature at its most mysterious and most powerful.

62 MY LAST PAINTING “Hortensia and Delphinium”, by Sarah Yeoman, and “Morning Still Life” by Olga Litvinenko.

64 RAGHUNATH SAHOO This Indian artist is in love with his country and culture, which he portrays in poetic and yet realistic watercolours.

68 FACE TO FACE John Cooney & Suzy Schultz, two artists facing reality.

74 PEaggi HAbeTS Renowned for her ballerina series, she’s back with new wonderful watercolours.

80 MIKHAIL STARCHENKO He loves nothing more than losing himself in the details of his hyperrealistic watercolours.

86 FACE TO FACE Still lifes are a multi-faceted subject that allows artists to give their creativity free rein. Inna Zhuraneva and Domenico di Meo explain how they tackle it.

92 JAN Min This Dutch artist loves rendering mysterious and misty atmospheres, revealing their latent poetry.
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